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New York Complex Overview 

 The New York Complex is divided into three 

sections by three independent entities with the common 

goal of Safety in our Environment with the Challenges of 

Today and Tomorrow. 

ATEX Explosion Protection 

 ATEX is a world leader in the application of 

practical solutions to the risk of Explosions facing 

industry.  Based on the principal that one solution does 

not fit all applications ATEX has developed a product line 

to provide its clients with the proper solution based on 

their varying needs.   

 By offering Prevention and Protection Systems 

we can not only protect the facility after an event has 

occurred but limit the potential with effective 

Preventative Systems that reduce incidence and 

operational costs.  ATEX offers various Passive and 

Active Protection Systems that can, with client input, 

determine the right approach based on physical, 

operational and financial needs to provide a customized 

solution based on the risk.  

Inburex  
 INBUREX is an independent technical safety 

consultancy providing unbiased assessment of fire, 

explosion and chemical reaction hazards to the process 

and allied industry.  While based in Hamm, Germany the 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

have located their test facilities at New Yorck as it 

provides them with excellent support for their large and 

small scale testing efforts in a controlled environment. 

BOS Trainingszentrum. 

 Since May 2008, the area of the Graf Yorck 

barracks in Möhnesee Echtrop is used and operated to 

supply training course and training possibilities for BOS  

(Authorities and organizations with safety tasks).  

 Our facility is for all police and non-police task 

forces, as well as all kind of commercial safety and rescue 

technology suppliers for training purposes.  Every 

scenario can be trained in privacy and under the exclusion 

of the public. Our facilities include commercial villages 

for security training, commercial manufacturing 

applications for fire training including diving tanks any 

much more.  In short if you have a Security or Fire 

Training Situation you most likely will find it here or we 

will build it for you. 

Hospitality 
 Our facility offers living accommodations from 

barracks style to private suites.  We provide full catering 

services and sporting facilities.  An a microbrewery is 

now in the works for your after hour relaxation.  And our 

off site restaurant on Lake Mӧhnesee can provide a 

relaxing break. 

 

White Area — ATEX Facilities and Manufacturing  

 Yellow Area—BOS Facilities and Recreation 

Red Area—Facility Management, B Area Buildings —Inburex 

Hospitality and Housing—Throughout Facility Housing 



About ATEX 

ATEX Brand- und Explosionsschutz GmbH (ATEX Fire 

and Explosion Protection) represents competence, 

international expertise and many years of experience 

when it comes to the safety of your company. 

We develop individually customized safety solutions 

that can be fully integrated into your systems, such as: 

- Analysis and risk assessment for fire/explosion hazards 

- Preventive/protection measures 

- Partitioning the production areas into explosion zones 

- Training / information events 

- Development and correction of organizational measures 

for preventive explosion protection 

- Consultation on the implementation of new plant and 

when modifying existing plants in accordance with 

European standards RL94/9/EC and 1999/92/EC (ATEX 

95 / 137) US Standards  NFPA 68, 69, 61, 654, 664 etc. 

- Special systems for fire and CO detection/extinguishing 

- Systems for detecting sparks/pressure/CO 

- Explosion protection systems 

- Plant installation / acceptance / technical support. 

  

Areas we are involved in include: 
- Pulverization plant 

- Equipment for storing dust and powder materials 

- Drying equipment, Plastic production equipment 

- Paint and aluminum dusts 

- Fine chemicals equipment 

- Pharmaceutical processes 

- Automobile industry 

- Foodstuffs industry 

And because the importance of safety extends across 

borders, ATEX has been working as a founder member of 

the European Safety Management Group (ESMG) across 

Europe for the new and further development of safety-

relevant products.  ATEX is also working as a liaison to 

NFPA from CEN to help provide a global response to the 

Prevention and Protection of Industry. 

 

The ATEX Solution Approach 

Stop– To allow the gathering of information necessary to 

meet the customer’s needs.  

Listen—ATEX consults with the client/user to determine 

their problems are and what their intended goal is. 

Review—Then ATEX system designers review the 

operations and goals of the customer.  Based on the needs 

we will develop a response that includes all the options 

that fit the customers goals. 

Layout—We will prepare a response to the customers 

situation providing the options that consider his 

operational and cost considerations. 

What we won’t do is sell a system based on our product 

limitations.  Our Solutions are based on a consideration of 

only the clients requirements. 

The Pitfalls of System Design 

1— Protection Systems Protect a Process Vessel from an 

event starting anywhere in the Process. 

 False — All Protection Systems are designed to 

react and mitigate an event in the protected vessel.  If an 

event travels from an unprotected vessel to a protected 

vessel the effects of the propagation could render the 

protection system in effective. 

2—Venting of Duct Work Stops the propagation of the 

explosion. 

 False – Venting an effective means for dealing 

with the pressure of an event they do not stop the 

propagation of the flame front so the event can continue 

to other process components. 

3—Proper Protection requires the consideration of 

Protection and Isolation Measures. 

 True — Most protection methods will not stop 

the propagation of the deflagration thru connecting duct 

work to other process areas.  Only with the addition of 

Isolation techniques can the prevention of the explosion 

spread be accomplished. 

4— Test reports have proven that 4” duct and smaller 

cannot propagate a deflagration. 

 False—Test reports under certain situations have 

proven this.  In these tests a worst case dust loading was 

used that effectively chocked the propagation of the 

event.  But when the concentration of dust was lowered as 

down with normal process ups and downs the event 

propagated very well thru three inch duct work.  

Conclusion test reports are usually designed around 

certain parameters that only apply to the results. 

5— If two vessels are protected isolation between the two 

is could still be required.   

 True — The effects of interconnected vessels is 

well documented.  Pressure Piling and Flame Jet Ignition 

can render protection ineffective.  The proper protection 

of connected vessels must include size of vessels, distance 

between and the type of protection provided. One size 

does not fit all in this case and a solution is required based 

on the individual system. 

6—We just purchased a new dust collector for outside 

application with an explosion vent that provides full 

protection. 

 False— Your explosion vent if adequately 

designed will provide damage limiting construction to the 

vessel.  But if an event occurs the explosion might 

propagate back into the building causing much more 

damage. 

ATEX’s Solution Approach is designed to analyses all 

your protection scenarios providing a targeted approach at 

the various potentials surrounding the deflagration and its 

spread to other equipment.    

 

 

 

 

 

 



Our Products 

ATEX products are divided into four areas Prevention, 

Venting, Suppression and Isolation. 

Prevention 

ATEX prevention systems are provided to mitigate the 

potential of a deflagration in process equipment. 

- Spark Detection and Suppression 

Systems are provided to detect ignition 

sources as they travel through the duct 

work and prevent them from entering 

process equipment. 

- CO Differential Advanced Early Fire Detection and 

Control Systems (ACOM) for Drying 

Processes. The system monitors the inlet 

and outlet air flow of the process.  When 

the system determines that decomposition 

(early fire) is occurring a series of alarm 

stages are provided to 

allow control of the 

ignition potential.  While initially only 

available for Direct Fired Burners recent 

advances in signal immunity have allowed us to reliably 

offer CO protection to many Direct Fired Units also. 

Venting 

Sometimes prevention is not enough. ATEX Venting 

systems provide a cost effective approach to explosion 

protection.  

- ATEX frangible vents provide protection of process 

equipment outside of the facility or close enough to the 

wall to provide venting through a designed vent duct. 

- ATEX QPex Flameless vents 

provide protection where process 

equipment must be placed in the 

facility and ducting is not possible.  

The units contain the flame front 

from the deflagration and mitigate 

the pressure to a safe level. 

- ATEX Explosion Doors Provide 

protection of process equipment where 

operational conditions suggest that high 

potential of an event or where the 

replacement of standard frangible vents is 

not cost effective or too time 

consuming. 

Suppression   
Suppression systems 

throughout industry 

have had a bad reputation for the 

unwanted false activation with the 

phantom cause.   ATEX systems have 

advanced to a superior level of 

diagnostics virtually eliminating these unwanted phantom 

operations. 

The ATEX System is the only System to be 

independently certified to meet the ANSI SIS SIL Level 2 

requirements.  In short if a device cannot be supervised 

for functionality it must be of redundant supply.  For 

instance Gas Generators cannot be definition be fully 

supervised so SIS requires redundancy and ATEX has 

complied with redundant Gas Generator on all 

suppressors. 

The ATEX Detection and Control System provide the 

most user friendly and powerful diagnostic tool in the 

industry. The ATEX Decentralized Modular System 

allows for ultimate flexibility.  Expansion does not 

require the redesign of the system.   

ATEX PXD Sensors continually monitor the process for 

over pressure developments on dynamic and static bases.  

In addition a heartbeat signal is continually monitored to 

insure the reliability of the device. Through sophisticated 

exclusive algorithms ATEX sensors 

can filter out most electrical spikes and 

variances that would normally cause 

false activations with analog sensors.  

The last four real time alarm curves for 

each PXD Sensor are stored for review and analysis.  

Only with the curves from both sensors on an independent 

basis can detection signals be evaluated and compared for 

proper response.  Besides Control Unit Diagnostic LED’s 

for each sensor they can be individually interrogated on 

command for settings, real time pressure and sensor 

history. 

ATEX Suppressors 

All ATEX Suppressors are addressable devices with 

advanced monitoring 

techniques.  While some 

systems still use old series 

wired supervision the ATEX 

addressable system provides 

distinct functional benefits.  

Each sensor is interrogated independently for pressure, 

Lock Status, Computer 

Integrity, Voltage Supply, 

Capacitor Firing Current and 

Gas Generator Integrity.  In 

additional if a fault occurs 

the ATEX APLOG software 

allows the user to interrogate 

each suppressor for all of the above readings.   

All suppressors offer the exclusive ATEX reusable valve 

system.  Refurbishment requires New Chemical, Gas 

Generators, New “O” Rings and a Teflon Disk.  

Expensive Rupture Disks are not required.  And with the 

pre-measured agent packages 

reconditioning can be done easily by 

plant personnel. 

Dry Chemical Suppression 

ATEX Dry Chemical Suppressors 

provided in 4, 20 and 35 Liter sizes 

store the Dry Chemical and are super 

pressurized to 900 psi with Dry 

Nitrogen. 



Hot Water Suppressors 

ATEX Hot Water Suppressors were 

specifically designed for the Dairy 

Drying Industry.  With water stored in a 

temperature and pressure controlled the 

unit provides a unique advantage in 

larger vessels.  Before the advent of 

HWS DCS were used on these vessels.  

But the DCS had two major drawbacks 

discharge distance as they were 

practically limited to 10 feet of throw as 

the discharge velocity was constantly 

decreasing after release from the suppressor. It also 

required a large amount of cleanup.  The HWS do not 

have a cleanup problem.  On release the Water flashes to 

a vapor accelerating and providing a 360 Degree 

discharge pattern in the vessel making it ideal for the 

large vessel volume. 

Discharge Spreaders   

ATEX flush discharge spreaders 

provide a sanitary process 

condition during normal process 

operations.  On release the 

spreader penetrates into the vessel. 

Isolation Products 

 While Explosion Protection Products get all the 

attention it’s the isolation systems that prevent a damaged 

vessel from becoming plant devastation.  These vital 

devices prevent the spread of an event from one vessel to 

an other and to the facility itself.  Available in many 

different formats they are generally divided into passive 

and active classifications.  The Passive or Mechanical 

Valves use the force of the propagating event to isolate 

the development.  The Active or Automatic Valves 

require a separate detection system to detect the 

advancing event and close the path. 

Passive Products 

- Pop-Pit Style Explosion Isolation Valves provide a 

means of preventing the propagation of a deflagration.  

By using the force and pressure generated by an event to 

close the device they can 

effectively stop the propagation of 

the Pressure and Flame Front 

associated with a deflagration.  

New advances with the valve 

allow for an increase product 

loading.  The valve can be reset with the release of the 

locking pin. 

- Explosion Diverters also use the energy from an 

advancing deflagration to divert it to a 

save area.  These devices can, 

considering proper design, divert the 

flame front to a safe area and mitigate the 

advancing pressure wave.  Because this 

is an open flow device its use while well 

documented should be base on 

experience and other protection methods installed. 

Active Products 

- Quick Closing Valves of the Pop-Pit and Gate Style 

provide a means to contain the advancing flame front and 

pressure wave eliminating its propagation. The 

application of he valves is based on the process and field 

conditions.   

All ATEX Quick Closing Valves use ATEX PXD Sensors 

and Controls as indicated in the Suppression section. 

They all are available with ATEX’s Exclusive 

maintenance and slow stroke controls using plant 6 bar air 

or nitrogen pressure.  Each of the valves can be opened 

and closed after activation and/or during testing. 

The Pop-Pit Style valve uses a 

gas generator to provide anger 

closing of the valve.  The valve 

does not require reconditioning 

after an event.  The only 

replacement part is the activated 

gas generator cartridge.  

The Gate Valves are available in two versions.  One uses 

plant air to activate the valve in anger closing and the 

other uses a gas generator.  The plant air operated valve 

does not require 

reconditioning or the 

replacement of the gas 

generator.  The gas generator 

operated valve only requires 

the replacement of the gas 

generator cartridge 

Dry Chemical Isolation 

ATEX Dry Chemical or Hot Water Isolation Systems 

provide an effective means of isolating the flame front 

growth of an advancing deflagration.  

With the same features as an ATEX 

Suppression system they suppress the 

advancing flame front and mitigate the 

advancing pressure wave.  

System Approvals 

All ATEX systems and components are 

approved by independent certified testing 

laboratories.  The systems meet the 

requirements of ATEX CEN regulations 

and NFPA 68-69.   
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ATEX Training Center 

Training course & conference areas  

Our training course & conference centre provides 

equipment for up to 300 participants depending on your 

needs.  We also have areas for practical trainings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Training Center Accommodations  

 

Catering 
ATEX provides a full in-house catering facility to meet 

your meetings requirements. The participants can choose 

between a variety of catering options.  Standard services 

include from three full meals daily.  Soon a micro 

brewery will be available. 

If onsite catering is not to your fantasy ATEX has a Lake 

Side Restaurant available for your meeting needs. 

 

Accommodations Include: 

-Barracks Style (Multi Person) With 

Common Bath 

-Single Person Rooms with 

Common Bath 

-Single Person Rooms with Private 

Baths 

-Two Room Suites 

 

Sports Facilities Include:  

On Site Basketball, Candlepin Bowling, Gym Equipment 

and Saunas. 

 

These are just a few of the many training, 

accommodations and recreational facilities available 

at our New Yorck Center. 

ATEX US Operations in Davenport Florida 

ATEX, originally in Hamm Germany, succeeded in 

becoming the number one 

Explosion Protection Supplier 

in Germany.  Their growth 

continued throughout Europe.  

In time they have become a 

leader in Europe. With its 

success in Europe and a 

desire to become a truly 

international company they 

targeted three areas for 

expansion.  ATEX selected Japan, Australia and the US 

for their corporate growth.   

In the US they opened 

operation in Davenport, 

Florida just outside of 

Orlando.  ATEX US 

goal is to provide the 

same Solutions based 

approach to Explosion 

Protection in the US.  

To accomplish this 

ATEX facilities here 

are designed to support our customers with the stock, 

training and maintenance service on a local basis.  Couple 

this with the most maintenance free and/or self 

maintained equipment available. 

Sales, Service and Support 

ATEX US functions as a full service satellite company to 

ATEX Germany.  With a commitment is to provide a 

seamless transition of the systems we supply from 

manufacture through installation and on to continued 

maintenance of the system.   

Sales 

While we are a sales organization our approach is to 

provide our clients with the equipment options to allow 

them to make an educated decision with respect to their 

protection needs. 

 

In House Training 

ATEX US offers in house free training seminars to all our 

clients instructing them in the diagnostics, maintenance 

and reconditioning of our 

systems.   We have found 

them to be a significant 

benefit to our clients.  With 

the training in hand system 

maintenance is possible by 

their trained technicians.  

This translates to a 

significant operational cost advantage. 

We also post our product and systems slide presentations 

on the internet for customer review.  The seminars 

provide information on proper system design, typical 

system design misconceptions, product details and code  

 

 
 



requirements.  And the seminars are constantly updated to 

provide new information.  In addition we provide on 

location seminars per request. 

Florida Support Stock 

ATEX has committed to stock 

maintenance, operational and 

reconditioning products to keep 

all of its systems in proper 

operational form.  At any time 

our recondition stock is greater 

than the sum of our largest three 

installations.  While other companies 

talk about plant off stream service 

which in reality depends on new 

system orders to complete ATEX 

stock is committed to customer 

support only.  With our expanded facility in Florida we 

will expand our stock to some new system orders also 

enabling immediate shipment of hardware in emergency 

client situations.   

Field Maintenance Support 

ATEX Field Technicians and 

Support Personnel are train in 

the state of the art diagnostics 

techniques to service systems in 

our facilities, via 

communications techniques and 

if necessary at the process site.  

We are proud of our support capacity from remote 

locations.  Through detailed diagnostics techniques and 

the unique ATEX equipment over 80% of all maintenance 

calls are accomplished via telephone.   In short before a 

te4cnician can be dispatched to the airport in most cases 

our customers are back in production.  But if the need 

arises we will dispatch a service technician immediately. 

 

Our field service programs 

are unique also. ATEX 

offers three levels of system 

support to meet client 

requirements.   

Level 1 - Support provides 

four maintenance visits per 

year certifying the systems 

operational status per NFPA 69 requirements. 

Level 2 – Support provides the review of three quarterly 

client conducted inspections with ATEX trained 

personnel.   During these inspections technician reviews 

and downloads the system history and data.   The 

technician then makes a physical inspection of all 

installed components.   ATEX will then conduct an 

annual inspection to accomplish the regularly scheduled 

quarterly and the annual system activation testing per 

NFPA 69 requirements.  

Level 3 - ATEX provides on call service on a time, 

material and cost bases for service and maintenance. 

First Quarter 2010 ATEX is planning to realize a bar 

coding monitoring system to record the mechanical and 

automatic inspection procedures. 

In all cases we are here to service your needs as you 

require them.  It’s our opinion that your qualified 

technicians are as competent as ours when they receive 

proper training. We will never send a letter to any of our 

clients invalidating the protection they purchased from us 

unless we are paid for our service. 

Factory In House Service 

ATEX has installed manufacturer 

required equipment to maintain all 

provided equipment at Manufacture 

Support levels.   

Some of our mechanical isolation 

valves require custom grinding and 

installation equipment for their main 

seals.  Before ATEX the product 

would require shipment to Europe for 

service.  ATEX realizing the problem 

this presented to our customers 

invested in specialized equipment to service it here in the 

US. 

Our electronics service 

department is designed to 

program and maintain all our 

systems.  All electronic 

components are QA tested here 

before shipment to our valued 

clients.   Our electronics 

department can reprogram the firmware on our systems to 

allow system upgrades on a local basis. 

Our mechanical department can provide the rebuilding of 

all our mechanical equipment.  Pressure testing facilities 

have been installed to provide the ongoing maintenance 

support required by NFPA. 

On need we have the ability to recycle old batteries and 

gas generators to local code requirements. 

We even provide a suppression system valve swap 

program to further support our customers self service 

program.   

System Testing 
The ATEX facility in New 

Yorck has full in house 

specialized application testing to 

fit the most unusual prevention 

and protection scenarios.   

Inburex Association 
At times based on our clients requirements system design 

certification by an independent agency is required.  Here 

to ATEX association with Inburex can be a cost saving 

tool.  Because of our continued relationship the cost for 

Engineering and Design certification of a system can be 

factored in to the system cost 

 



 

 

 

ATEX Explosion Protection, L.P. 

2629 Waverly Barn Road, Suite 121 

Davenport, FL  33897 

Ph: (863) 424-3000 

Fax: (863) 424-9797 

E-mail: sales@atexus.com 

Web: atexus.com 
 

Your Local ATEX 

Representative Is: 
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